little HISTORIES

Books that explore the history of the world’s
most remarkable people, events and ideas

A Little History of the World
E.H. Gombrich
•
•
•

PB ISBN 978-0-300-14332-4
£9.99 | €11.00 | $15.00

Over 890,000 copies sold globally
Author was the best-known art historian of his time
Iconic illustrations specially commissioned for the series

Translated into nearly thirty languages since its first publication in 1936, E. H. Gombrich’s
bestselling history of the world is published by Yale University Press. Gombrich tells the
story of mankind from the Stone Age to the atomic bomb, focusing not on small detail but
on the full breadth of human experience, the extent of human achievement, and the depth
of its frailty.

A Little History of Philosophy

A Little History of Economics

Nigel Warburton

Niall Kishtainy

This lively and accessible introduction to
Western philosophy brings the ideas of the
world’s greatest thinkers into focus, from
Socrates’ questions about reality to Peter
Singer’s thinking on the moral status of
animals in our own times.

Niall Kishtainy presents an account of
the history of economics, from the rise of
agrarianism to the findings of behavioural
economics in the twenty-first century, while
introducing the big ideas proposed by thinkers
including Adam Smith, Ricardo, Marx, and
Keynes.
PB ISBN 978-0-300-23452-7

PB ISBN 978-0-300-18779-3

£9.99 | €11.00 | $15.00

£9.99 | €11.00 | $15.00

Little Histories are vivid storybook introductions for young and old alike. Inspiring and entertaining, these short
books lay out our greatest academic disciplines and topics in uncomplicated, bite-size chapters. As leaders in their
respective fields, each author takes the reader on a journey through the subject, from ancient times to the present.
Little Histories are perfect for bedtime reading or anyone wanting a solid grounding in an unfamiliar subject.
It is not without reason that Little Histories is our most successful series. Their distinctive look, combined with
their elegant and approachable style, make these books excellent additions to any bookshelf. Here are some key sales
points relating to the series:
•
•
•

1.29 million copies sold around the world
Translation rights sold in 32 languages across 121 deals (see overleaf for more information)
Read by schoolchildren and adults alike, this series has a global audience and appeal
A Little History of Science

A Little History of Religion

William Bynum

Richard Holloway

Filled with stories of men and women
who asked endless questions about the
world and found exciting answers through
scientific discovery, this spirited volume
invites readers of all ages on a journey
through the amazing history of science.

For curious readers of all ages and beliefs,
this rich and colourful history explores
religion from humanity’s earliest days to our
own contentious times. Richard Holloway
illuminates the beliefs of major and minor
religions, the sources of religiously motivated
violence, the place of faith in a secular world,
and much more.

PB ISBN 978-0-300-19713-6
£9.99 | €11.00 | $15.00

visit us at www.yalebooks.co.uk

PB ISBN 978-0-300-22881-6
£9.99 | €11.00 | $15.00
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More titles in the series...

PB ISBN 978-0-300-20531-2

PB ISBN 978-0-300-17082-5

PB ISBN 978-0-300-24321-5

PB ISBN 978-0-300-22348-4

£9.99 | €11.00 | $15.00

£9.99 | €11.00 | $17.00

£9.99 | €11.00 | $15.00 *

£10.99 | €12.00 | $15.00

*Publishing on 23rd April 2019, available to pre-order (cloth edition is still available)

Full rights sales for the series:
A Little Book of Language - Sold in 13 languages
Arabic, Australian reprint, Chinese (complex characters), Chinese (simplified characters), Japan (English language), German, Greek, Korean, Latvian,
Portuguese-Latin America only, Indian reprint, Spanish, Turkish
A Little History of Archaeology - Sold in 10 languages
Arabic, Chinese (simplified characters), Greek, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese-Latin America only, Spanish, Thai, Turkish
A Little History of Economics - Sold in 21 languages
Azerbaijani, Bulgarian, Chinese (complex characters), Chinese (simplified characters), Croatian, Dutch, French, Greek, Hebrew, Japanese, Korean,
Mongolian, Polish, Portuguese worldwide (excl. Brazil), Portuguese-Latin America only, Russian, Spanish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese
A Little History of Literature - Sold in 8 languages
Arabic, Chinese (complex characters), Chinese (simplified characters), Greek, Korean, Portuguese-Latin America only, Thai, Turkish
A Little History of Philosophy - Sold in 24 languages
Arabic, Azerbaijani, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese (complex characters), Chinese (simplified characters), Danish, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian,
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Portuguese-Latin America only, Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese
A Little History of Religion - Sold in 17 languages
Arabic, Azerbaijani, Chinese (simplified characters), Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Polish, Portuguese worldwide (excl. Brazil),
Portuguese-Latin America only, Russian, Spanish, Thai, Turkish, Vietnamese
A Little History of Science - Sold in 21 languages
Arabic, Azerbaijani, Basque, Chinese (simplified characters), French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese,
Portuguese-Latin America only, Russian, Spanish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese
A Little History of the United States - Sold in 6 languages
Chinese (simplified characters), Japanese, Korean, Portuguese-Latin America only, Thai, Turkish

For translation rights to A Little History of the World by E.H. Gombrich, please contact DuMont Verlag, Germany.
If you would like to order from this series, please get in touch with your local rep or contact Yale: sales@yaleup.co.uk
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